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‘Liberation (sic), Action or Radical
ual liberation (whatever that might mean)
Education’ by Maureen Clark (Screen
above any concept of societal change, nor
Education 30 *) examines and contrasts
that anarchism has always contested the
the perspectives of three education
idea that socialism without freedom is a
magazines - this one, Teachers’ Action
goal worth fighting for. However the
and Radical Education. She criticises
achievement of a free society, a stateless
Teachers’ Action's ‘crude political analysis’ socialism, is the aim of anarachism, rather
and endorses Radical Education's attempts than the production of liberated individuto "formulate a ‘coherent theory of educaals. And far from ignoring humanity's
tion comparable to Marxist analyses of
‘social nature’, amrchist theory - l<ropotcapitalist economy’. What particularly
kin‘s ‘Mutual Aid‘ for example - claims it
concerns us however is her dismissal of
as a prime force of human evolution.
Lib Ed and through it the anarchist
Arthur Lehning‘s introduction to the
critique of state schooling and libertarian
selected writings of Bakunin (Cape 1973,
theory of education and society.
p.14) states that for Bakunin:
First we must examine her assertion that
‘Social solidarity is the first human law,
central to anarchism is a ‘distrust of all
freedom is the second Freedom is not
authority or power structures which interthe negation of solidarity; it represents
fere with personal “liberation",’ (Ms Clark
on the contrary the development, the
has an idiosyncratic way with quotation
humanisation of the latter.’
marks). This identification of anarchism
Ms Clark's statement that the anarchist
with crude individualism is common among attitude to ‘authority and power structmarxists. This is not to deny that there
ures‘ is one of ‘distrust’ evidently reflects
exist those who describe themselves as
her view that anarchists reject theory. It
libertarians, and who might place individis as if we are to be characterised as
political neanderthals emerging from the
* Screen Education is distributed by Full
jungle to be confronted by a dazzling
Time, and is available from radical bookskyscraper - Authority. Bewildered, we
sliops.
hurl rocks at this structure we fear but do

_
_
not understand, before scuttling back into
the gloom. The truth is entirely different.
It is not difficult to find examples of
anarchist writing which confirm our
understanding of authoritarian re|ationships in society.
‘May the futu represerve us from "the benevolence of despotism, and may it also save
us from the damaging and stulifying consequences of authoritarian, doctrinaire or
institutional socialism. Let us be socialists,
but let us never become sheep. Let us seek
justice, but without any sacrifice of liberty.
There can be no life, no humanity, without
liberty, and a form of socialism which excluded |iber'fV. or did not accept it as a
basis and as the only creative principle,
would lead us straight back to slavery and
bestiality.‘ (Bakunin in Lehning op.cit.
p.15). ‘l am not a Communist because
Communism unites all the forces of society in thep state and becomes absorbed in
it, because it inevitably
leads
to
the
con.
centration of all property in the hands of
the state, while I seek the abolition of the
state - the complete elimination of the
principle of authority and governmental
guardianship, which, under the pretence

enge the ruling class must ﬁght
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cartoon: a crowded Stfeet Beetle With

ceptible process of development’. Read

Libertarian history:
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Trotsky’s ‘classic‘ History of the Russian
Revolution - two chapters of economic
history and then wham ! Straight into
the glorious rise of the obedient prolctariat led by their heroic leaders, the
holders of the magic quality of class

Marxist-Leninists have reduced
historical analysis to th level of
economic determinismfg Since
Marx’s analysis several thinkers have
challenged the view that economics

Ethetethels Wettﬁ» that thhe Wee 3 tetetive
eeheePt-’ Ah Petttieet hietety that Seeks

consciousness. Read Lenin’s ‘prophetic’
testament of 1922 - ‘Stalin was rude to

is the single most important force
within society. Freud argued - and

te eXP1eih the ehtite life ef 3 $eeietY
thlettgh the Pehtiee-t end ettttutet lite et

my wife yesterday he would not make
a good leader of the Soviet Union’. Read

many feminists would agree - that
sexuality and sexual relations were

its ruling class suffers from the Same

Marx himself - in his vastly over estimated

the deeieive tefee Within $eeietY-

ehe"tettY~

Hegel formulated the theory behind '
political history, and Marx was the first
to challenge it. For Hegel consciousness
determined life, and government and
ruling class culture were the highest expressions of consciousness; therefore
they determined the whole of society.
Marx believed that life determined consciousness, and devised the concept of
historical materialism to counter political history. He claimed that the
social dynamic lay in the relationship
of the forces of production. Economics
not politics, was the driving force of
history; only by understanding economics could the historian write a history
that was something more than a diary of
political events. Historical materialism
was to be based on

‘...mcn, not in any fantasic
isolation and rigidity, but in
their actual empirically per-

ceptible process of development
under deﬁnite conditions. As
soon as this life process is
described, history ceases to be
a collection of dead factors...

or an imagined activiﬁl of
imagined subjects. ’t
Yet the writings by Marxists have consistenly failed to reach this ideal. Read
Khrushchev’s ‘secret speech’ of 1956 - no
trace of a social or economic analysis of
Stalinism in its ‘actual, empirically, per-

Eighteenth Brumairc of Louis Napoleon,

writtcn only six years after his conception
of historical materialism, he makes no
attempt to descrrbe the ‘definite
conditions’ of the French people not even to the extent of sketching
out wage-levels, housing conditions,
population growth, etc. Men are not
the ‘theatre of history’ in Eighteenth
Brumaire; at best they are the backdrop in front of which the various
spectacular great personalities (LaMartine, Louis Blane, Louis- Napoleon,
etc.) act.
In practice, orthodox Marxists have
simply created a counter mytholog/.
Leaders of geni .lus replace presidents,
parties of the proletariat replace
parties of the bourgeoisie, conferences
of radicals ge)placc conferences of
diplomats.(
Historical materialism
is reduced to an introductory chapter
of stodgy economic history, and the
rest of the work is the same old
history of date-by-date, fact-by-fact
accounting of the spectacular actions
of great personalities. Possibly this
counters the manipulation of facts
by bourgeois historians. But the
vast majority of society, in both
bourgeois political history and MarxistLeninist history, are reduced to a
single inanimate lump (the people of
the proletariat, the mob, the masses,
the nation) that is wheeled off and
onto the history books as and when
required by the great figures.

Reich and Fromm have tried to com-

hifle MﬂIXi8t and Ffeudiﬂll 3he1Y$i$The Situationists argued that ruling
class culture was the most signiﬁcant
inhibition to freedom.

Two desires complement each other:
firstly the need for an accurate analysis, on which radicals may base their
actions and historians satisfy their
aim for an ‘objective’ history, and,
secondly the desire by political move-

ments to impose their theories onto
historical analysis. For Reich, in the
l930’s these two desires fused. The
crude economic determinism of the

CP hacks no longer bore any resemblance to ‘actual, empirically perceptible’
reality. Reich_ wrote in an attempt to
llTlpl'0V6 Marxrst analysrs, not to attack
it.

On the basis of an accurate analy-

sis, socialists could ﬁght German fascism.
Reich re-introduced individual consciousness into socialist history.

‘The trend of society is
determined solely by the overwhelming
majority of working men and
women, whether they passively
tolerate or

'vely support

tyranny. ’ ff
Reich talks of ‘working men and women’
- not a single inanimate bloc. Marx sees
history as governed by economic forces;
Reich looks at individual emotions. But,
like Marx, Reich was unable to fulfill
his own ideal. His greatest work, The

Mass Psycholog» of Fascism, introduces

WHATEVER "rt-re OUTCOME, Ml E>tC:'r|NGFUTURE rs nu STORE FOR ALL! RELAX!
ENJOY THE.RlDE! .|u9T BE suns THAT

WHEN HISTORY MAI-<5: mar “DIALE-CTICAL
JUMP"-—YOU"RE IN THE DRIVER'S‘ SEAT!

a psychological perspective but fails to
consider other areas where individual
consciousness and social life blend such as schools, the media, in leisure.
Surprisingly, a quite politically orthodox group of French historians (the
Annales school) have come closest to
writing libertarian history. They attempt
a ‘total’ history that uses economic,
social, psychological and political
sources to investigate all aspects of life.
Some works - despite their explicit
political neutrality - have revealed
facts of interest to libertarians. Rude’s
The Crowd in the French Revolution
actually analyses the individuals behind the labels ‘the mob’ (right wing)
and ‘the people’ (left wing), and depicts
the growth of a popular political consciousness and a system of self-management ignored by historians writing from
a heirarchial ruling class perspective.
(Bookchin’s essay The Forms of Freedom in Post-Scarcity Anarchism is
undoubtably inﬂuenced by this school).
E.P. Thompson’s Making of the English
Working Class is libertarian to the
extent that it considers the working
class as a living, creative unit consciously making their own culture as a respon s6
to social change - though this work
neglects the family as a social force.
Solidarity have produced a number of
forceful pamphlets, both on aspects of
libertarian pﬁtory and on the theory

behind at

The heirarehy of sources of historical
‘facts’ is another reﬂection of our
social heirarehy. The word of a
Prime Minister is more important
to most historians than the word of
a blacksmith - yet the blacksmith
may be far more representative of the
society than the Prime Minister. The
people do not write books; their
history is only traced through folk
songs, stories and, rarely, a newspaper
or a pamphlet. Most orthodox
historical sources only reveal popular
life in exceptional circumstances: at
birth, on strike, in revolt, being
promoted, in favour, in disgrace and
at death. The everyday life of ordinary people is rarely directly described:
novels and paintings, despite their
subjectivity can reveal far more than
ofﬁcial reports.
Conclusion

Libertarian history does not mean
the history of libertarian groups, nor
even the history of the few moments
aspects oflsflf managed life have
emerged.
A history of big
colourful libertarians arguing with
Marx or merrily setting-up barricades
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is no more liberatory than a history
of the British monarchy.
Libertarian history is the history of

the individual within a social context.
Its focus is the relationship between
individual consciousness and all social
life: in schools, in factories, in fields,
in love, in childhood, in leisure and

in old age.
Libertarian history sees all utterances
by leaders, bureaucrats, writers and
representatives as being inaccurate

reﬂections of society. Only a history
drawn directly from popular sources,
or a history that pierces the smoke
screen of ofﬁcial addresses, can
directly reveal our past.

The liberation of the past from
heirarchial control exercised through
the manipulation of facts and distorted spectacular perspectives is
essential to the success of any libertarian movement; no such movement
can succeed before there is a popular

realization that the suppression of
the past is part of oppression in the
present.
John Cgbbett

Footnotes:
1)

Nietzsche, The Gay Science,
paragraph '7.
2) see, for example, Boyson,
The Crisis -in Education, p.5.
in which he argues that the
people of 1880 were more
literate than today’s.
3) Orwell, 1984.
4) E.P. Thompson, The making of
the English Working Class, p.216.
5) Marx, The German Ideolog,
p.59-60
6) If you don’t understand that the
Spectacle is, and can’t guess from
the context, read Debord’s
Society of the Spectacle or
Vaneigem’s Revolution of
Everyday LU'e.
7) Marx, The German Ideolog,
p.47-48
8) Cardan makes this point in
From Bolshevism to Burcaucracy.
9) I realise that this is a simpliﬁcation to Marx's theory, and is a
debatable point. However,
Marxists-Leninists have simpliﬁed
Marx.
10) Reich, The Mass Psychology of
Fascism, p.350
1 1) I am not claiming that libertarian
history has already been written,
British historiography remains

mostly traditional. All the books
listed here are still written in
universities for people at universities. Yet I still feel that the latest
trends in historiography are
moving towards a libertarian
theory.
12) Unlike the disastrous article in
January l980’s Black Flag,
which recommends a study of
“famous figures good or bad” and no doubt weekly services at
Bakunirfs grave. This whole
article deserves a reply from people
concerned to establish a libertarian
form of education.
Bibliography of works on the theory of
libertarian history, and of history books
of interest to libertarians. * indicates
of particular interest.
Avrich

The Bolshevik Revolution
and Workers’ Control in
Industry (Slavic Review
Vol 22, March 1963)
Billington - The Icon and the Axe
(Weidenfeld and Nicolson)
"‘Brinton - The Bosheviks and Workers’
Control (Solidarity)
"‘Cardan - From Bolshevism to
Bureaucracy (Solidarity)
Cobb
- The Police and the People
(Oxford University Press
1970)
Dolgoff
- The Anarchist Collectives
(Free Life 1977)
Fromm
- Fear of Freedom (Routledge

Hill

Kegan and Paul)
- Society and Puritanism in
Pre-Revolutionary England
(Panther)
- The World Turned Upside

Down (Penguin)
Hobsbawn/Rude - Captain Swing
(Penguin University Books)
Le Roy Ladurie - The Peasants of
Languedoc (Illini Books)
*Marx
- The German Ideology
(Lawrence and Wishart)
Reich
- What is Class Consciousness '7
- The Mass Psychology of
Fascism (Pelican)
* Rowbotham/Segal/Wainwright
- Beyond the Fragnents
(Merlin)

Rude

- The Crowd in the French
Revolution (Clarendon
Press)
Thomas
- Religion and the Decline
of Magic (Paladin)
Thompson - The Making of the
English Working Class.
If anyone wishes to send criticism
etc., please write to
Box 32, Freewheel Community
Bookshop, 56 St Benedicts,
Norwich, Norfolk.
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mental issues concerning women’s exploitation we were all agreed.
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PUBLICITY
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The Workers’ Educational Association
aims to provide people with educational
experiences that they demand: courses
in industrial health and safety and
trade unionism for example. But
generally the WEA has failed to attract
back into the education system the
working men and women who opted *
out of it. In the spring of 1979 Leicester
WEA advertised for a development
ofﬁcer to initiate and coordinate educational activities in the racially mixed,
working class area in which I live. The
officer was to plan and supervise the
opening of a community education
centre at 101 Hinckley Road. Perhaps
this project might succeed where traditional WEA courses had failed.

101, as the centre is now called, is
a three-storey, newly renovated terraced
house on a main road near the middle of
a fairly distinctive geographical area of
Leicester. It is specifically for the people
of that area and has no association with
any local school or college. The courses
can be run free of charge and a creche
staffed for any day or evening class.

WHERE WE LIVE AND
ORGANISE
The WEA wanted to put on classes
organised and run by local people; I had
several friends within the area so why not
approach 101 with some of our ideas ?
Our interest was in setting up some kind
of women’s studies course. Most of us

had previously been involved with a
Women’s Liberation Group, but had
increasingly felt frustrated with it. The
topics we discussed, the conferences
we went to all seemed to have nothing

to do with women who brought up kids
and lived in nuclear families. As the
group as a whole became more interested in radical feminist ideas so women
who felt unsure of them dropped out.
Other women’s organisations in Leicester
such as National Abortion Campaign and
Women’s Aid continued their work but
rarely did we all get together to put our
common ideas on women’s place in
society to other women. A woman’s
studies course seemed a good opportunity

_

that the aims and objectives of the WEA
did not allow craft courses, so we could
not run a simple plumbing]carpentry
course. We also came to the conclusion
that we wanted to have full control over
the course.
The first meeting took place in
September and the centre was due to
open early in December, later postponed to the New Year. We were
offered a room in which to put on an
exhibition linked to the course during
101 ’ s opening week, and so we had a
lot of work to do in the next three
months. Five people turned up to the
next meeting from the original twelve.
It was an exciting meeting and we drew
up a rough programme of twelve sessions
covering possible areas within our range
of expertise. We wanted the course to
be practical and useful, ideas and information we could use in our everyday lives.
Other areas to explore were new ways
of working together through co-counsel|ing or assertion training techniques. We
were prepared to do the factual sessions
between us, but decided to ask Frankie
Armstrong, the feminist folksinger, to
do a workshop on ‘speaking up for
yourself’.
The next meeting was arranged to
take place in someone’s house. We
wanted to invite members of other _
women’s organisations on the left to
participate, and we felt a neutral
meeting place was essential, due to
the bad feelings still felt towards
the Women’s Liberation Group. We
drew up a list of women we knew were
involved in groups such as NAC,
Women’s Aid, Trades Council Women’s
Subcommittee, Labour Party Women’s
Group and Women’s Voice, and sent
out about thirty letters explaining
our ideas. We were conscious of having
drawn up the programme before asking

I

for other people’s contributions, but
we felt we needed something concrete to
offer. We were quite prepared for our
whole programme to be thrown out.
Twenty women turned up and our plan
was agreed upon in principle. The
format of each class was to be an introduction to the topic by a speaker,
followed by a discussion. We then
started looking for people to lead
each class. We were pleased to ﬁnd
that between us we knew a feminist
solicitor, midwife, family planning
worker, welfare rights worker, and
NALGO shop steward.

SPEAKERS =5 TOPICS

had an idea of the purpose of the
course and the points each class
would bring up. We wanted to show

how women are treated unfairly and
unequally in this society, to discuss
the reasons and the possible things
we as a goup could do about it.
Throughout our future meetings, this
common basis was understood rather
than articulated, and althoughsome
of our speakers had differing
political views, we felt this was unimportant. For instance some women
were in favour of collective child care
and others felt mothers should be
given financial encouragement to
stay at home to look after their own
children. Some women saw lesbianism as a political strategr and others

-"'

I

It

0

o_

exhibition. Four of us turned up and
we were very disappointed. The

success of the course would depend
on a considerable publicity and that
needed women to work on it.

/'*‘“"~r
/It

Two weeks before the course was
due to start we had finished our pub-

licity. The success of the course would
depend on the number of women who
turned up to the meetings, but we felt
we had achieved something worthwhile
already. We had of course many fears
Perhaps nobody would come, or,

on the other hand, the meetings t
would be dominated by committed
feminists. If men turned up we could
not, strictly speaking, ban them, although we were very clear that the
meetings were for women only. Maybe
the speakers would forget to come or
people feel too inhibited to participate
in a discussion. We also had our own

_'

_¢>t

LOOKING BACK AND TO TI-IE
FUTURE
The course is now over. The speakers
all turned up and so did an audience of
women. The ﬁrst few sessions had an
average attendance of twenty rising to
around thirty for the ones on Law and
Childbirth. Support fell towards the
end with an all time low of nine for
Women of Different Cultures, but
rising again to forty for Frankie Armstrong s

Assertion Training session. The women who
came were not all of the same age, class
or political involvement. The atmosphere
was friendly and some discussion was generated. The creche was staffed by the

W.E.A. and the kids enjoyed themselves
there.

So in lots of ways we can congratulate
ourselves. However, there were problems
One of these was our failure to involve
any of the Asian women, a substantial
minority within the area, in the course.
We had realised earlier that there were
enormous barriers to cross in getting
Asian women to evening classes and that
the language problem was great. We
decided that we had neither the skill nor
the contacts to overcome this. Consequently our session on Women of
Different Cultures was mere tokenism
and the turnout on that evening only
confirmed that.

NO,‘.l'.'>HRl...lN
IDON"l’ l
l"I"O |~ L Liams
To HOUSEWOR
Another problem concerned the amount
and levels of commitment given to the
course by the people involved in the organisation of it. Of the four of us who
produced the leaﬂet and exhibition only
one was left with the overall responsibility for the course. She had to contact

prise in Liverpool had used 3' pop group

thought an alliance between men and
women workers was the only way women
would be liberated. But on the funda_

ready to plan our publicity. We
arranged a day-long session to draw up
a leaﬂet and poster and begin the

Nevertheless we had an amazingly
productive day. We did all we had
intended and learned a lot about
our skills or lack of them and about
ways of working and learning together.
The exhibition was put up in a top
ﬂoor room at 101 on the ﬁrst
Saturday in January. The four of
us had each designed and produced
posters on work, marriage, children
and women’s liberation which we
supplemented with posters from the
See Red collective, photographs
and magazine cuttings. We also
arranged to be included in the WEA
interviews with the local press and
radio publicising the opening of
the house. The press gave us scant
attention, and the radio broadcast
succeeded in attracting one woman
to the course. The exhibiton was
not well attended; the opening week
of the centre was noticed in the
area, but not with any great enthusiasm or excitement. A similar enter-

Things had begun to develop in a
very positive way and we now only
needed to get together the women we
hoped would lead each class and our
course was arranged. All the suggested
speakers agreed to their topic and a
title for each was chosen. Each of us
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success of the course depended on her
efficiency and that other people’s

t sufﬁcrent.
As most of us involved
1n
the project were libertarians we should
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to do that.

So some of us from the Women’s
Liberation Group arranged to meet the
Development Officer and discuss the
feasibility of our plan. We realised

_

It was now November and we were

leaﬂeting, and twelve for the follow-up,
which was canvassing door-to-door.
From the response we received we
realised that we should have organised
a baby-sitting service, as well as a
creche.
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We did not want to set up sub-committees
to take on responsibilities for areas of
work; we hoped to work co-operatively
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have liked to have seen a women’s
gt on P set 11P in the west End of

This worked W611 in the beginning, but
later there were not enough people
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and then dropped out. Perhaps next
time the amount and length of time
people need to give to the project should
be discussed and some sort of contract
or Obligation given before the decision

is taken to go ahead.
Nor were there enough women to
give active support throughout the

months preceding the start of the
course. We had hoped that the Women’s
liberation goup would rally round and
take some of the pressure off the few of

us left and yet women only turned up
after they had been nagged and cajoled
into it. This seems to be a problem familiar to many women’s groups. Women’s
Aid and N.A.C. are forever appealing for
women to get involved in the day to day
administrative and organisational tasks,
but most people only turn up for the
demos.
Perhaps our whole approach to the
idea was wrong, ln many ways it was 3

form of community work we were
involved in. We had hoped to get members of the local community participating
in an educatignal pmjeei_ Bur ii was
already organised, topics decided upon,
outside speakers brought in before we
approached the local community. When
desperate for help we didn’t turn to con-

tacts we had already made within the
area; we still went to women who had
shown an initial interest. In fact we had
set up our own power structure. Although this power was mostly invisible

their opinions. It is, therefore, difficult
to know how much the women at each
$@$$i°I1 W61“6 Simulated bY it-

This booklet is produced by Coventry
Women’s Education Group for grls
13 years and over, 30 pages with
cartoons and diagrams, cost 40p.
The group describes itself in the
introduction as Socialist Feminists.
They say that the book is about “sexual
pleasure for girls.’’, which immediately
marks it out from the other books
available. For example, in the book,
masturbation is described in detail and
explicitly encouraged, p.10: “It is
important to learn to masturbate and
explore your sexuality yourself.”

’

The booklet encourages girls to
examine and learn about their own bodies,
and not be frightened to do so, - there
are useful diagrams to help. It also
encourages girls to use tampons during
periods and gives advice in case of problems.

The most productive part of the
whole project for me has been the
planning and working out of an idea
with sympathetic people. I have made
some new acquaintances, but not yet

friends, The course has not produced
any burning enthusiasm for changing the
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There is also some easily-understood
details about sexually transmitted
diseases plus advice on what to do in

.¢,.-~
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The causes are several but interlinked;
they can be listed like this:

r'$
ANN:-2,p§M,

Earlier the writers point out that full
intercourse is not necessary for sexual
satisfaction, and that masturbation,
mutual or otherwise, can be just as
enjoyable and does not carry the
risk of pregnancy.
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There is information on contraceptive
methods, details of pregnancy testing
and methods of abortion.
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Lib Ed is in a crisis.

lives of women in the West End of
Leicester. It was naive to think that it
might. Transferring community education into community action is a long
slow process. What we have for the
future is a desire on the part of a dozen
that time the misunderstandings had created women to carry on meeting and organa bad atmosphere. Each session was not
ise a new course. What we must do
$'l1'11¢i111'@d 35 3 W/0 WHY PTUCASSI W6
is find new ways of sharing the workWefe give" i"f°l'm3ti°" and W‘? Cﬁmmeﬂlﬂd load and responsibilities. At least we
upon it - a typical teacher and taught situare now more aware of the pitfalls.
ation. Women who found it difficult to
We have made one step and we have to
Speak WW6 given little Bﬂcﬂufﬂgﬂmﬂﬂi; only build on it.
W/i¢¢ when We SP1“ "P i1'1t° 81'°‘1P5 Of f°l1T
J .W.
did all WUIIIBII Pﬂlticipﬂtﬂ fully and give
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Please Yourself - Sex for Girls
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organise it.
the format of the meetings. Some of
them were stimulating, particularly the
sessions where the speaker had specialised
knowledge and suggested controversial
areas for discussion. Some of them were
rather boring and the discussion overgeneralised and cliched. The liaison
between the speaker and audience was
minimal. There was no discussion before
each meeting as to what women wanted
to know about each topic. For instance the
talk on childbirth consisted of a description
of the worst hassles women might get from
doctors and hospitals. Women at the
meeting wanted a more positive approach
to the whole question, but this only came
out towards the end of the evening and by
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suggested a night out in a pub or day trip
to the seaside nobody was willing to
[)1'0bl6lTl

uv
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it still existed and it became impossible
for anyone else to break down those
barriers. Therefore when one woman

The
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Finally there is a glossary of slang
terms, and a useful list of addresses,
e.g. The British Pregnancy Advisory
Service, Brook Advisory Centre etc.

All in all this is a very useful little
book which brings together a lot of
information not usually available
for girls. It is easy to read - not
patronising, and being cheap it
would be possible to have multiple
copies available.
CM
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1. Money. Like most of_the left press,
Lib Ed has been badly hit by the
rises in production costs and
_
P ostal char9° s - If we were. not printed
.
and typeset by a non-profitmaking
community press we would not have
survived this long. As it I5, the last
issues have all lost_money, and t_he _
present issue, despite the price rise, is
also not likely to cover its costs.

"H"
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What we really need is more sales and
more subscriptions. Both have
remained static, despite what we at least
believe to be improvements in both the
style and content of the paper.

If we sold every copy we produced, we
could easily co_ver our costs. If you can
take some copies- on sale or
return- to sell at your school, college
or wherever, please contact us.
2. Lack of material and feedback.
We need a lot more contact with our
readers, both in the form of articles
and letters, if Lib Ed is to
remain a relevant, interesting and
inspiring publication. We prefer articles
to be clearly written and free of jargon,
and we don't promise to print everything
that's sent, but we do want to know
what you have to say, and to hear what
you think of Lib Ed.
3. Group crisis. As a result of the two
above, the Lib Ed collective has been
thinking seriously of closing down the
magazine. The lack of sales and feedback has made us wonder whether there
is any longer a place for a magazine of
this kind. We were most heartened by
the response we received at the-recent
Oxford Anarchist conference, and hope
that the good feeling generated there
can be translated into practical help for
the magazine.
To sum up, if Lib Ed is to continue,
we need:
1. More sales- can you take a bundle, or
persuade your local radical bookshop
to increase its standing order?
2. More subscriptions- an easy way to
help Lib Ed, and to make sure you get
every copy.
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In the past we have appealed to our
subscribers for donations, and we have
been answered generoiﬁy; this issue
will be subsidised by the editoriall
production collective, who are not of
course paid for our labour.
We are reluctant to keep appealing
for financial assistance, both because
we know there are many other calls
on the earnings of our readers, and
also because we realise that this can
only provide a temporary solution to
the magazine's problems.
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3.More articles, especially about
activities- cuts campaigns, free schools,
community education proiects.
4_ More feedback we wehome mttersl
. .

groups outside Leicester in compiling
the magazine, and we would like to
try to extend this. Any groups or
individuals willing to participate in the
f L b Ed h Id
t ct

In the past, the Lib Ed _collect_ive has
cooperated with other libertarian p

Lib Ed Collective.

We have organised a second libertarian
education conference in Leicester
for the weekend of 25/(sh October.
All libertarians interested or involved
in education are invited.
We intend to start on Saturday at
l0'30am'
The following topics have been suggestedall other ideas are welcome ........................
l. Is there a libertarian thee? of edu°ati°“? HOW does it dlffer mm the
Malxist View?
2. The role of alternative schools,
and the Carrépaign for State-aided
Alternative ducation.
3. Libertarian child-rearing.
4. The cuts and the

_

Education Fightback Campaign.
5. Libertarian teachers and trade unions.
6. Adventure Playgrounds.
7. Self-directed learning.
There will also be showings of a ﬁlm on
the _work_ of Paulo Freire and a contro.
versial videotape on sex-roles
We are organising some entertainment
for Saturday evening, and
be provided.

If you arrive Friday evening,
come to 356 Fosse Rd North (58093)
or on Saturday to the WEA centre at
101 Hinckley Rd (556614). See the map
for how to get there.
If[you want to come, please write to
te us:E? £ﬁ35£lﬁ~g}iIiEe creche
If you require accomodation
Suggestions for discussion.
Replies before October 10th please,
enclosing a stamped addressed
envelope so we can send further details,
papers etc.
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a set of conditions which
people just happen to find
themselves in, and need to get
out of ?

3. Process — Is underdevelopment
also shown as an historical
process which arises out of
unequal relationships between
colonised and coloniser ?
4. Solutions — Is it assumed that
there is only one right model
of development, without showing that there are a range of
options that have been in
favour at different times and
in different places ?

THE PERFECT MAN: SOME REFLECTIONS
ON BIAS IN BOOKS

Whilst we all know that God mademan in his own image, so that the
archetypal hero is a white
Caucasian male, it also appears
that other vital qualities were
included which should not be
overlooked. There was, of course,
no question but that this creation
should be white and male, what
must not be forgotten however is
that God made him young, fit and
middle-class as well. In case
you are wondering how one can be
sure about such things I will

really a tolerant society. What
has not happened so far in education is any in-depth analysis
of racism as found in particular
subjects in the curriculum. Take
geography for example. Although
‘radical geography‘ in higher
education acknowledges that no
subject can be objective, neutral
or value-free, this has yet to be
faced by school geography.

discussing world poverty we find
that "poorer nations must be
helped to develop by aid from the
more advanced countries... Money
is being loaned to the backward
nations ..." One of the tasks at
the end of the section is "Discuss
why the poorer nations have not
developed at the same rate as the
rich nations. What has held them
back ?"

Geography textbooks obviously
play a part in creating student's

tell you how to work it out. You
do it.by reading children's books
and school books and then it's a
process of elimination. In other
words‘you make of note of which
people do not appear, or are
portrayed unfavourably, and then
see what is left: up until recently that has always been the
"perfect man".

images of the world and, in view

One could list the hidden
messages to students as follows:
- People create a problem.by being
hungry.
- Increased food production and
population control in the "third
world" are the solutions.
- The problem is in the "third
world" and not here.
- Poor countries can only solve
their problems with our help.
- These counties are behind us in
their development.
- This retardation is due to inherent weakness in poorer
countries.

There are, of course, a whole
range of social groups that
suffer from discriminatory
practices in western society.
They suffer, if you like, at the
hands of the institutionalised
‘perfect man‘ by being either the
wrong "race" or sex, the wrong

age or class, or simply disabled.
My particular interest is bias in
teaching materials, primarily
racism and sexism, but exploring
these issues has lead on to several others: namely bias based
on age, on class and on disability.
Each of these five sorts of bias and they are not the only ones are worth examining to see what
patterns emerge.
l. BIAS ON THE BASI S OF RACE

A lot of work, albeit rather
scattered, has been done on racism
in children's books and in teaching materials particularly by
those involved in multi-ethnic
education. The racist nature of
British society is recognised

and consequently one expects both
the curriculum and teaching materials to be racially biased,

Part

of the whole success of institutionalised r&ClSm however lies

in the fact that we know we are

of the growing interest in teaching about world problems, it is
interesting to look at how these
issues are treated. Some examples
can be used as illustrations.
Problems Around Us by Maxwell
Davies (Holmes McDougall, revised
1972) not only sets out most of
the world's problems in its
seventy pages, but shows how to
solve them as well. These extracts
will give something of the flavour
"We see that hungry people are a
great problem in the world today.
It is a problem.which must be
solved if the peoples of the world
are to live together in peace ...
The two most important things to
be done are: Increase food production. Control the growth of
world population." A description
then follows of how poorer
countries of the world could produce more food "if they are
helped to ..." Later, when

ll
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1. Scarcity — Is it suggested that
people are hungry because of
scarcity, both of food and land
although world food production
is keeping up with population
growth ?
2. A contest — Is hunger described
as a contest between the rich
and poor worlds ? Is it implied
that everyone in a country is
hungry or only the poor ?
3. More - Is it suggested that the
answer is simply to concentrate
on producing more food rather
than looking at who produces it
and who can afford it ?

A good illustration of the
"colonial brain-damage" that
imperial powers suffer from. In
fairness one must say that new
books coming on the market can be
found which take an anti-racist
stance. One good example would
be Janet Stuart's The Unequal
Third (Arnold's Network Social
Studies, 1977).
It is often useful to devise
checklists on particular themes
to help in the evaluation ofteaching materials. The following are two examples taken from
a project on bias in geography,
textbooks1- :
UNDERDEVELOPMENT AND DEVELOPMENT

1. Causes — Is it assumed or
suggested that there is only
one cause of poverty ? If so,
is this diagnosed as overpopulation or environmental
restraints rather than economic
factors ?
2. Conditions — Is underdevelopment described as a state or

10 LIBERTARIAN EDUCATION

5. Oatching up -Is there an
assumption that "third world"
countries need to catch up with
richer countries, and that
development is to be equated
with economic growth alone ?
6. Models — Are models of development discussed which look at
the satisfaction of basicneeds in a "third world"
context ?

4. Cash crops — Is there an overemphasis on cash crops for
export rather than the subsistence economies in which most
of the population are likely to
be engaged ?
5. Peasants —lIs it presumed that
peasant farmers are ignorant
.and unable to understand the
nature of their own problems ?

‘Ii-In-" " "'
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6. Green Revolution — Are the disadvantages of the "green revolution" described,as well as
the fact that the poor did not
really benefit from it ?

received a lot of attention over
the last decade. Sex-role
stereotyping and sexist language
have become a focus of concern and
some publishers, albeit in North
America, have produced their own
guidelines for equal treatment of
the sexes 2- Again one of the
needs in the U.K. is for the
portrayal of women within particular subjects to be analysed. If
we take, once more, the example
of geography several questions
spring to mind. How many geography
textbooks are written by women ?
How often do women appear in
illustrations and in what roles ?
Are women ever given a separate
existence in the text ? Is the
role of women in "third world"
development strategies ever discussed ?
The answers to these questions
in a particular subject will not
change until tackled by the
practitioners themselves. Whilst
school books have changed little,
if at all in this respect, other
sources do provide material from
which to work.

Any work on Latin

America generally, or Bolivia in
particular, or on mining and
mineral resources, can be totally
reshaped by reference to Let Me
Speak I Testimony of'Domitila, A
Woman of the Bolivian Mines. 3The back cover summary catches the
Spirit of the book well I
I
This is the story of'a woman of‘

possible to produce anti-sexist
resources for the classroom.
The value of such books as
teacher resources lies not only in
the fact that they point up the
critical role of women in the
struggle for development but that
they may also illustrate the gulf
that often exists between the
perceived needs of women from
North and South. This was highlighted for Domitila herself at a
women's international conference
in Mexico that she attended. Thus
the demands of western women for
the right to define themselves in
confronting a patriarchal system
did not seem to relate to her own
situation: "So a group of Latin
American women got together and
we changed all that. And we made
our common problems known, what we
thought women's problems were all
about, how the majority of women
live. We also said that for us
the first and main task isn't to
fight against our companeros, but
with them to change the system we
live in for another, in which men
and women will have the right to
live, to work, to organise."

the Bolivian Andes, wife of'a
tin miner, mother of seven
children,.militant‘women's
leader from Catavi. Domitila
de Chungara was the daughter of‘
an activist in the Mbvimiento
Nacionalista evolucionario who
lost his job because of'his
political activities. Her
mother died when she was nine,
and'she became responsible for
raising her four sisters in
extreme poverty; when she
married, she went to live with
her husband, also a miner. She
gradually became involved in the
struggles of'the Bolivian tin
miners and organised the women

into an active force in this

struggle. This book is the
record of her development into
a popular leader, and a firsthand'account of'the continuing
confrontations between the miners
and the government over the last
7. Land — Is the importance of land
fifteen years. There are few
reform discussed i.e. the ability
such testimonies of the lives of
of people to grow their own food ?
women or men in the mines,
N.B. About 0.23% of all landfactories, shantytowns, and
owners control over 50% of all
countryside, and few narrators
the world's cultivated land.
who understand so well the causes
of'their poverty or who are so
deeply
committed
to
the
struggle
2. BIAS ON THE BASIS OF SEX
for change.
Sexism in Chi1dren|5"boOks has
Using and adapting extracts from
a book such as this makes it

I

I

3. BIAS ON THE BASIS OF AGE

Several American studies on bias
in books have pointed out that older
people as a group are consistently
stereotyped and maligned in children‘s books. Stereotyping of human
behavious based on age has been
term ‘ageism'. It has been defined
as "any attitude, action or institutional structure which subordinates a person or group because of

age OR any assignment of roles in
society on the basis of age. Ageism is usually practised against
older people, but it is also
practised against younger people.
Ageism can be individual, cultural
or institutional and it can be
intentional or unintentional."‘T
The concern here is thus with
actions or attitudes that demean
or ridicule old people or which
limit the fulfilment of their full
.1
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Who erected them ?
Who did the Caesars conquer ?
Did the inhabitants of famed

Byzantium
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human potential. Ageism is thus
part of our culture and an institutionalised part of society. It
includes forced retirement, low
pensions, old people's homes and
attitudes towards the old as being
useless, nuisances and unproductive
to the system. Thus in children's
books old people are often shown as
bent, slow, badly dressed and sexless. They are also often shown as
infirm, stubborn and unable to
communicate clearly. Opinion polls
have shown the gulf between the
public's perception of old people
and old people's perception of
themselves:

67 per cent of'the public think
older people “spend a lot of
time watching television, "
while only 36 per cent of'older
Peapze think they dP5_53 Per
cent Pf'Ph9 Public Phh”k_0Zder
people “spend a lot of‘ time
£5idPtlWhQ‘(27Udr'tiTiﬁHklb@QH"

and 35 per cent of'the public
think older people “spend their
time just doing nothing“, while
only 15 per cent of'older people
agree.
In short, negative attitudes
toward aging exist in spite of
the capability and achievement
of‘ older persons. The same
yﬂarris survey showed that about
two—thirds of‘those over 65 see
themselves as “very bright and
alert“, as “open-minded“ and as
“good at gettihg things done.“5Although this survey was American
one wonders how different the
findings would be in the U.K. ?
There are of course difficulties over terminology when dealing
with bias by age. Should one use
Hagedﬂ’

'
' '
disabled
E
i
i person
.
l
deaf, hearing diability, hearing impairment
Down‘s syndrome ‘ k
_ _
_
_

HDwZgd'iﬁ thggnight fbr their

gripple,

OTthﬁ€3ﬁd1C dlﬁﬂblllty, mﬂblllty impaired

Philip of Spain wept when his
fleet
Was destroyed} Did no one else
weep ?
Frederick the Second won the
Seven Years War.
Who else won it ?
Every page a victory.
who cooked the victory feast ?
Every ten ygars a great man_
WW0 paid the cost 9
Eh?

31.P@P cent 0f'0ZdPP Persons
who think so; 39 per cent of
the public see people over 65
as spending “a lot of time
sleeping“ v. 16 per cent of
those over 65 who feel that wy;

H01dH,'He1der1yH,

'
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deaf G dumb, deaf-mute, the deaf
omongoloid

g§uZ§,AZ$ﬁaideP conquergd India‘
Caesar beat the Gauls
Didn't he at least have a cook
with him ?

I}:

Although ageism.has been defined.here as oppression of old
people, oppression because of age
can also apply to the young. The
whole area of children's rights
is a response to the demeaning
of the young who are so often considered unable to be responsible
for themselves. Tradition has
sanctified the maternalistic treatment of the young.
4. BIAS ON THE BASIS OF CLASS

Since educational planning,
writing and publishing are still
largely the prerogative of the
middle class it is not surprising
that bias on the basis of class is
widespread. Its ramifications are
at least as far reaching as any of
the other types of bias referred
to so far. At the risk of quoting
what is already well known I can
only say that Bertolt Brecht
identified the crux of the problem.when he wrote:

Hseniﬁr

A WORKER QUESTIONS HISTORY

citizen", or what ? 0Pini°“5
seem to differ and although some

Who built Thebes, with its
seven gates ?
In books we find the names of
kings.
Did the kings drag along the
lumps of 1”0¢‘7< ?

older people prefer "SEHIOT

citizen" others have argued that
this is patronizing. Even "the
old" has perjorative connotations.
Perhaps "older people" is the best
expression for the time being.

And Babylon, many times
destroyed —

As with racism and sexism, ageism tends not to occur in overt
forms in books now. That of
course makes it all the more insidious. Many books will simply
omit older characters therebyimplying that old age has no
interest or dynamic of its own.
Where older characters do occur
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_

Who rebuilt it so many times ?
Where did the builders of

_

glittering Lim live ?
On the evening. when the Chinese
Wall was finished.

Where did the masons co l
Great Rome is full of triumphal

arches -

E3556“-_3F'1

All live in palaces ? Even
- zkggmmncﬂzrqi jqtﬁhayrtzds,
1J1
when the Bea 3waZZaw€d*gt up,
th dr wng

slaves.

they are often not developed thus
confirming a common childhood image
of old age as boring. Since
current demographic trends are
resulting in a higher proportion
of older people in the population ageism.may increasingly
become a focus of concern.

Qf.§§.".¥.."i__

rnayqy

:3txzt%Hnén1t%3_

Sb man” qu€Sti0ns_
As Brecht so vividly portrays
those who actually did the work
have all too often been rendered
invisible. Bias by omission. In
many, but not all, children's books
the message is clear: some people
are better than others because
their jobs, homes, clothing,
manners or speech are the "correct"
ones. Manual labour is often
viewed as inferior to professional
work. working class life is stereotyped and often only seen from the
outside. Robert Leeson points out
that: "Working class life viewed
from the inside in which the
characters are given the dignity
of a full existence, is much more
a rarity in children's books.
Those writers who have most
succeeded in creating a genuine
working-class background and
characters are those who come from
that background themselves, not
‘less fortunate‘ people, but
simply people for whom the whole
way of life of the*working class
is a natural resource for their
creativity." 6- The reference is,
of course, to children's books as
against textbooks and it would be
useful to examine how the latter
vary in their treatment of class
differences. The simulation game
by Fielding and Anderson to
illustrate the pervasiveness of
social class inequalities could
provide a useful lead in to this.7

'
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the blind
retardate. idiot. imbecile. feeble'
_
'm1PdPd
crazy, maniac. insane, mentally ill

.

.. .

.

blind person, sight disability, visually
impaired
retarded, mental impairment. mentally disbled
_
_ ._ ,
.
. a.
t
emotional disability, emotional impairmen ,
developmentally disabled

5. BIAS ON THE BASIS OF DISABILITY

Very little work has been done
on the way in which discrimination
against disabled people is reinforced by children‘s books and the
media. Most of the research comes
from America where the term
‘handicapism‘ hasibeen coined to
refer to attitudes and practices
that lead to unequal and unjust
treatment of people with disabilities. 3* Awareness of social bias
against people with disabilities
has grown in the States as a result
of activism from the disability
rights movement. Handicapped
people are still kept on the margins of society and their position
reinforced by negative language
such as "cripple", "spastic", and
"idiot". One object of the disability rights movement is to
eliminate such language with its
dehumanising overtones. In the light
of this new awareness preferred
terminology is being identified. 9'

The ‘perfect man‘ is primarily
a creation of patriarchal consumerfetishism. He is the great producer and consumer, part of the
hierarchial elite of the overdeveloped countries of the world. The
last two decades however have been
increasingly marked by concern for
rights and liberties. In some ways
the list may be endless for the
oppressed are many and the liberated still few. As far as bias in
books is concerned it would be
wrong to imply that many changes
are not taking place for they are.
Of the many ventures that have
sprung up one of the most useful,
and this is not to detract from
the many others, is the Children's
Rights Workshop whose research and
publications have clarified many
issues. A case in point is their
new Children's Book Bulletin, which
is "the review journal for news and
reviews of non-sexist children's
books. children's books for the
multi-ethnic society and children‘
books which reflect the history and
present day contribution of working
people, as well as other areas not
covered by mainstream children's
book journals." 10- As a study of
its pages will show the books that

Bias by omission, turning away and
hiding from disability. is the
most likely. What is required now

is the ability to face disability
without evasion.
In trying to draw some of the
threads together I must return to
my image of the ‘perfect man‘.
This creation can be identified, as
was suggested earlier, by a process
of elimination. The ‘perfect man‘
is thu5 H01 Only White. but 3150
young, middle class and physically
and mentally fit. Perhaps this
would not matter so much if the
opposites were not continually
held up as inferior, unwanted,
objectionable and often to be
exploited i.e. woman, black, child
or old, working class, disabled.

Clearly disabled people do experience a range of real limitations
relating. for example, to hearing,
seeing or walking. Most of the
limitation however derive from
society's response to disability.
A range of stereotypes have been
identified as follows:
l. The disabled person as pitiable
and pathetic.
2. The disabled person as an object
of violence.
3. The disabled person as sinister
and/or evil.
4. The disabled person as providing "atmosphere"
5. The disabled person as "Super
Cripple" e.g. Ironside.
6. The disabled person as laughable
7. The disabled person as his/her
own worst - and only - enemy,
8. The disabled person as a burden.
9. The disabled person as nonsexual.
lO.The disabled person as incapable
of fully participating in everyday life.
Very little analysis has been done
of this whole field, whether in
children's books or in textbooks.
I"

are really needed are increasingly

available.
Dave Hicks, Education Officer for
the Minority Rights Group
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of making men (sic) moral and civilising
them, has up to now always enslaved,
oppressed, exploited and ruined them.’
(Bakunin in Woodcock: Anarchy or Chaos,
Freedom Press 1944, p.41).
Anarchy and Education
I
_
_
_
A"a'°h'5m has pe'5'5te"t'Y regarded ‘Belt
as having disttncme “ltd "°"°|“tt°"a'Y

"“P"°etl°"e t°' ed"°eti°"- '"eeed- "°

aha" '“°"°m°"t has assigrled t° °d"°a'
t‘°"at prt"°tpt°5' °°"°°pt5= expertmems
and practices a more significant place in
its writings and activities.’ (Krimmerman
& Perry, Patterns of Anarchy, 1966).
As Colin Ward points out: ‘One significant role of the state in the education
systems of the world is to perpetuate
social and economic injustice.’ (Anarchy
in Action, Allen 8t Unwin, 1973, p.84).
Two hundred years ago William Godwin
recognised this, and opposed state control
of education. ‘Government will not fail
to employ it to strengthen its hand and
perpetuate its institutions.‘ (Enquiry
Concerning Political Justice, 1797). And
long before Freire's ‘dialogue’ model of
education, Bakunin described education
in a free society as requiring ‘schools no
longer; they will be popular academies in
which neither pupils nor masters will be
known, where the people will come freely
to get, if they need it, free instruction,
and in which, rich in their own expertise,
they will teach in their turn many things
to the professors who shall bring them
knowledge which they lack.’ (God &
the State).
Lib Ed

Ms Clark's criticisms of Lib Ed are that
we reject politics and theory, ‘rarely
rising above the level of the anecdotal’,
stress the liberation of the individual instead of examining social relationships,
offer no potential strategies for over-

/l FEW
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1. Theory. Lib Ed is, as Maureen Clark
rightly points out, less academic in tone
than Radical Education; we do our best
to avoid the brain-deadening mystification

such a basis is a dishonest trick. Similarly
her liberal use of inverted commas around
concepts which she wishes the reader to
assume are the common currency of Lib
Ed's philosophy - personal ‘liberation’,

which has passed for theoretical writing in

for instance Screen Education's sister
journal Screen. But we have examined
Freire (Lib Ed 27/28) children's sexuality
(26) Goodman (26) Ferrer (25) curriculum
:30‘? (2412 dT_‘s°h‘°°(|%gt;
i7(t1§;°ia|
nc ion o sc oos
eic
examinations (14) anarchism and education (9/

i.

I

I
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‘selfish’ lI‘l1£el'itlOﬂ$, the ‘possibility of

transcending the experienced realities of
everyday life’ are no substitute for
evidence.
The Anarchist view is that education must
be a co-operative, voluntarist process. Our
. .
.
g
crmque.Of
schooling
msts upon
our
perception state
of it as
authoritarian,
divisive
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TEACHERS! Do youfget that ‘Oh shit,
not another morning eeling’?
Does the pros ect o standing in from
et e Sllllell 1113 evelellt eta“ make YOU
want to retch‘?
What you need is new, improved
CLASSROOM CONTROL
_
and
it’s
free‘
Yes free! with every teaching jobat
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the education system will only be feasible
when practical experience and theoretical
analysis combine to produce an active
critique of the capitalist system and its
institutions.’ Fine-sounding words, and
nothing that we could disagree with, but
we are given no indication of what is
meant by ‘active critique’ - a term which
could refer to anything from insurrection
to the election of a Labour government
(Pledged to Socialist Principles, of course)
Maureen Clark evidently approves
Radical Education's view that socialist
teachers should
‘make explicit the “weak links” in the
school and the curriculum between the
requirements of society and the pupil;
this would create “space” in which to
develop individual consciousness in opposition to the expectation of the school.’
We would agree, and would hope that
she would agree with our proviso that the
teacher
‘cannot set out to instil in the students
revolutionary conviction without risking
an increase in their dependence in him/
her which would reduce their capacity
for authentic revolutionary action
The crucial stress here is on the apprehension of reality as the object of educational
effort.’ (Lib Ed 28 p.12)
4.Teachers and politics. Ms Clark poses
two problems: ‘How to develop oppositional ways of teaching, and how to build
a political alliance among radical teachers.
Libertarian Education can offer no coher-

1

HE WAS RIG}!T.
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13) teachers and unionism
(9/10/17/22)‘
and therefore D rofoundly anti 'educational I
we have also alwags Included gersonaii
serving excellently the needs of statist
accounts’ by mac ers and Stu ems’ O
society. It pursues its own narrowly defthe" ‘”°."‘ situations" Since the
1 deimie
ined conce Pt of excellence, thus condemning
of the Liberatarian Teachers Association,
most students to fauure; it reproduces the
the Libertarian Education Network and the mass divisions of an unequm society; it
Anarchist Syndicalist Alliance Teachers
S ti th
h be
.1,. H
views itself as the means whereby the
ec on are as en no spec‘ ma Y
commodity ‘knowledge’ is transferred from
libertarian organisation for teachersiand
those possessing it to those lacking it the
such accounts can help combat the isola. .it exacts from the students for this
price
tion of radicals in education
and
contrib.
.
.
.
.
.
'
b
th
Id
and
ute to our understanding of the role of the transaction
emg
elr
so
I
amy
autonomy.
teacher in the state school. Our theory,
Now none of this, of course, differs too
after all, must be tested constantly against
much from the Marxist view of state
everyday life. We must admit that some
schooling. The main difference lies in the
articles have been insufficiently analytical,
anarchist concept of authority as a prime
and that on occasion the balance of matcontradiction in the role of the teacher erial in the magazine has been wrong.
the fact that however radical the teacher's
This is a far cry from Ms Clark's allegation
ideas and attempted practice might be s/
that we reject theory.
he is obliged to take part in a process which,
A more valid criticism might be that the
because of its reliance on compulsion and
magaﬁne has made little original contribuits authoritarian structure, negates most of
tion to the developmentof a libertarian
its consciousness-raising potential.
theory of education. This is a reflection
Maureen Clark appears to endorse the
of the current general shortage of theoretstatement from ‘Radical Education’ that
ical writing in the British anarchist move
the socialist teacher must ‘try to educate
ment, a situation we regret and are enpupils into recognising the source of
deavouring to improve.
oppression and not merely its surface
2. The Individual. Ms Clark offers no
features.’ Apart from its acceptance
evidence for her assertion that Lib Ed
of the traditional teacher-student relation-

»-i i:i:::i
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assumes that the individual ‘represents a
static, perfected whole.’ The quotation
She Produces turns out to come from 6
reader's letter; to criticise a magazine on
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coming core inequalities, and have ‘little
to offer teachers with an active critical
commitment to politics.’ Let us examine
these assertions one by one.

ship - teachers teach, students learn, and
its patronising assumption that without
the instruction of teachers students will
be unable to see the source of their own
oppression, this view entirely ignores the
irony and contradiction of the role of
the (even socialist) teacher as agent, however reluctant and counteractive, of a
patriarchal capitalist state.
This is not to say that the socialist
teacher cannot contribute to the critical
awareness of his/her students about the
social realities in which we live. But this
cannot be done without recognising the
limitations inherent in diis role. ‘Too
often the students themselves are made
into the object of education and the
educator sets out to change them in some
way - to make them more diligent, or
more tolerant, or more obedient, or more
loving, to make them Christian or Communist whatever creed the educator
embraces or thinks important.’
(Lib Ed 28, p.12)
3. ‘Overcoming Core Inequalities. To be
sure, we do not offer a strategy for transforming the school by activity within the
school- our analysis precludes such B
strategy. We are working for a society
which does not rely on one institution,
the school, for the process of education,
and the prospect of our society deschooling (deinstitutionalising) itself piecemeal
is as likely as the state withering away.
This is we realise vague, but not more so
than Ms Clark's ‘Radical change within

,

ent reply to such questions ...' As we hope
to have shown, Lib Ed sees the development of revolutionary ways of learning,
I
rather than ‘oppositional ways of teaching
as our main function: This comes, not
from a lack of political perspective, but
from a distinctive libertarian view of
education and society.
Similarly, although we recognise the
value of alliance between radical teachers,
and have analysed the failure of recent
attempts to forge such an alliance (Lib
Ed 22) a failure due largely to the sectarian party-building activities of Marxists,
We reject Ms Clark's emphasis on teachers
as the sole motive force of educational
change.
Nonetheless it is true that most of the
Lib Ed collective, and, we might assume,
many of our readership are teachers in
state schools. Though we have discussed
in the magazine ways in which teachers
can oppose the racism, sexism, and class
nature of the dominant ideology, we g
could, and should do more in this area.
Maureen Clark has prompted us to
examine the strengths andweaknesses
of the magazine, and for this we are
grateful to her, though we hope to have
shown that her criticisms are misdirected.
We have been criticised elsewhere for
seldom making our ideology explicit.
Having done so, we welcome readers’
COITllT19lTlIS.
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"‘ Have a seating plan- a boy-girl-boygirl alphabetical arrangement is sufficient to separate any disruptive cliques
and will help you memorise their names.

1

Ill

.
A
g“‘bbY=P°°ttY'd1'ee$ed
Child
is
more
likely to be disruptive than a neatlydressed child, so don’t worry if you find
that you punish the grubby child far more
than the clean child.
Woodwa Park School, Coventry
comes a tree copy of CLASSROOM
* Know and use the system of rewards
CONTROL, two pages of handy hints and punishments provided by the school.
to keep your pupils Elacid, your stud- It is Often te1T1Ptt1'1S te ‘let P"Ptt5 eff’
ents stupified, your ids catatonic.
punishment. Don’t, and don’t be taken
Sadlty we only ave room here for a
in by excuses, however convincing.
brie selection of this truly wonderful
advice_
Poor diligence marks, detentions etc are
.
not only a deterrent, they also serve as
* Tell children when they may enter. an early warning system‘
shew tt1etY°\1 ate in ehetge from the * Some classes work best with a fair
memeﬂt the)’ enter the I°emammount of talking. But if the noise
* They must have something to dolevel continually rises, complete silence
a W&)IkSh68t, something on t e board tois less of a strain on teacher and taught.
{leg =" ta boot‘: to read from the moment * Insist on all outdoor clothing being
y come 111.
removed. Do not allow children to
* See that pupils do not talk to you
81011011 in their desks.
without first raising their hand- a con- =i= See that your Own dress is tidy and
vention which pupils readily accept.
that you yourself do not slouch.
If this is not kept to, one or two
* Always put the question before
pupils can monopolise the teacher’s
attention.
,
naming the pupil- otherwise no-one else will think.
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Keith Roe wrote to criticise two
articles in Lib Ed (Maggie Humm on
Goodman and Martin oyles on
Childhood as too academic in style.
We wrote neck, defending their
inclusion. This is Keith’s reply.
We think it raises important
questions about the style and content
of radical journalism.
Dear Lib Ed,

Thank you for your letter of 23
March. I accept that within their own
terms your comments have a certain
validity and I shall try to clarify my
objections.

Firstly I should say that my objections were not concerned with
content but more a question of structure and style. You state that you
believe Martin Hoyles article to have
been ‘accessible’ and I would, of course
immediately ask, to whom ? I still
maintain that it"s style, structure and
tone bore the unmistakable marks of
British academia and that for this
reason alone it was not accessible to
many because of the elitist and class
based nature of the education provided
by that academic hierarchy. Furthermore for those of us who are trying
very hard to throw off the vestiges of
that ‘education’ (and I believe it marks
all of us even on the left more than we
like to think), that style represents part
of what we are trying to right and is
therefore unacceptable.
y
As an exile of three years and a
study circle leader in English for
Swedish adults I am everyday in my
work confronted with the fact (which
we acknowledge but tend to forgetl
that language is power and power has
much to do with language, does not the
pre-eminence of English and come to
that my job, result from British and
later American economic and military

l
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imperialism ? Have not so many
theoretical and research papers been
written on the vital role of language in
education and the way it has been employed in IQ testing, selection, examinations etc to favour certain groups and
classes and ensure their ‘superior’
certification ? Has not the Feminist
movement come to realize how vitally
language is employed in the superstructure
of the male dominated state ? I have no
doubt that we agree in substance on all
this, of course, so back to the article in
question.
I have been in the habit of using
extracts from your magazine for use
with advanced groups, most are admirable both politically and linguistically
but it is precisely articles of the type
that I have mentioned that I cannot use,
the structures are too elaborate, the
vocabulary to wide and the style too
rigid. Now you of course do not
write for swedish students but is this
not symptomatic perhaps ? My students
represent a fair cross section of
swedish society, more women than men,
more middle aged than young maybe,
politically probably" more informed and
sophisticated than their British ‘counterparts and ‘extremely competent in
English. They do not take to this type
of material, even if they understand
most of it, it is altogether too learned,
in a negative, elite sense of ‘learned’
implying cultural superiority. Now
perhaps I can ask you again, to whom
was the article accessible ? linguistically
in England to most, perhaps, but to
immigrants many of whose language
use in English is worse than my students
and many of whom come from a
culture further removed from ours than
the Swedish which is in many ways remarkably similar ? And even if language isn't the problem what of style and
ethos ?

Finally I should say.that I'm not
implying any elitism here myself in
the sense oh. they dont understand we
must make it simpler - I am not implying any value judgement - but society
does, it says this is ‘good english' this
is how the educated man should write,
speak, behave. It says that those who
cannot employ this style are ‘failures’
and it devalues whole cultures in these
terms, terms which are nothing more
than the arbitrary cultural imposition
of one grouplsl - classles) upon others,
and it is to this cultural imposition that
I believe Martin Hoyles strays too far
by couching his writing in terms owing
too much to the traditions of that
imposition.
I have been far more harsh on the
article in question than I would wish
in order to express a position, its content I thought was excellent. What I
have been saying is that we must pay
a lot of attention to-language and
cultural facts in our work. It may be
that in the very difficult matter of
editorial balance this presents a huge
problem in any event I do hope that
you continue your valuable work.
Best Wishes.
Keith Roe
Il-

Foreningsgatan 73A
21214 Malmo
Sweden

Dear Comrades,
I was very pleased to find a copy of Lib
Ed 28. I had seen some copies before
several years ago but at that time did not
have sufficient inclination to buy one.
However since l have been involved with
helping to bring up children, and as a
libertarian, I have had to seriously consider the whole problem of compulsory
schooling. This has involved removing
one child from the state system and fortunately finding a relatively free school
where attendance and study are non
compulsory for those children whose
parents believe in freedom. Children
appear to seize the idea of freedom as
the most wonderful liberation. If only
more adults had the same attitude. I have
also been engaged in trying to form a
local campaign against compulsory education.
A.M. Anderson
Edinburgh Campaign against
Compulsory Education
c/o 66 Henderson Flow
Edinburgh.
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If you have any difficulty finding
anarchist papers (even in
alternative bookshops), do no-|;
despair. A new distribution
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Dora Russell's second volume of
autobiography, ‘The Tamarisk
Tree II‘ contains her account
of Beacon Hill School, which she
ran together with Bertrand Russell
Dora Russell has been a prcgresive
educator, pacifist, socialist,
feminist, champion of children's
rights, birth control and.sexual
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Peoples News Service is a loft
wing, non sectarian news service
which aims to provide information
not normally available in the
conventional press. It carries
British and international news,
reviews, a diary and
photographs. Essential reading.
Published
fortnightly, 35p,
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reflect the upheavals and bewilderment of the Italian left, the effect
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published by Pluto Press at 1.95.
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interested you and you um, to
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workers and shows how the Stats,
while providing us with benefits
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It features interviews with IIIII
members, men and women now in their
80s and 90s, but still holding the
radical vision of their youth.

22.» How to read Donald Duck
Leeds School Leaflet
Rank & File

These are supplemented by netrsreel,
-photographs, songs generated in the
struggle (by, amongst others, Joe
Hill), iratercolcurs, press cartoons
and anti - union cartoon films from
Iialt Disney and the Ford Motor Cc.,
to build up an inspiring
introduction to the most radical
movement in American labour
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available in a 16mm print from
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Interview with Neill
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‘In and Against the State‘ by the

I
involves us in relationships we do
"l‘he Ilobbliesl is s major documentary no-I; 1,-an-1;,
film telling the story of the Ilﬂl
lIn -the Making! is an annual 115-ting
(Industrial Icrkors of the World)-
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only
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Subversive
Drama
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Kirkdale, an established free school
in South East London needs energetic, committed teachers for small

L

C Tifft and D Sullivan's ‘The
struggle to be H
I
anarchist view ogmgﬁimdsenag
5Ori35min o 1 057
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‘Cooperative and Community Group
Dynamics. .- . .or Your Meetings
Neednlt be so Appallingl by
Rosemary Randall, Jchn Southgats
and Frances Tomlinson (Barefoot
Books £1.50) is a cartoon guide,
explaining the forces that
sometimes push a group in an
uncreative and destructive
direction, and sometimes in a
creative and productive one.
Review in next issue.
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to Anarchist Centre, c/o Freedom.

I

Xtral. 30p/£4 00

Belfaatr P1‘0¢1110B ‘Outta Control!

The plans for an anarchist centre
in London are developing. The
annual subscription cost is £15
(London) £10 (elsewhere). Ilrite
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Paul Goodman Assessed
Alternative Sexuality
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